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ABSTRACT
The number of services and smart devices which require context is increasing, and there is a
clear need for new security policies which provide security that is convenient and flexible for
the user. In particular, there is an urgent need for new security policies regarding IT
vulnerability layers for children, the elderly, and the disabled who experience many difficulties
using current security technology. For a convenient and flexible security policy, it is necessary
to collect and analyze data such as user service use patterns, locations, etc., which can be used
to distinguish attack contexts and define a security service provision technology which is
suitable to the user. This study has designed a user context-aware network security architecture
which reflects the aforementioned requirements, collected user context-aware data, studied a
user context analysis platform, and studied and analyzed context-aware security applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the internet of things develops and becomes commercialized, security threats targeting a
variety of mobile smart devices are increasing. Among the threats currently being introduced are
attacks which can install malicious code on washing machines and refrigerators, attacks which
allow hackers to illegally control automobiles remotely, and security vulnerabilities in medical
devices such as pacemakers. However, the security solutions for responding to these threats have
not taken user convenience into account, and users are inconvenienced by them as a result. It is
believed that in the future all devices will connect to networks at high speeds, and the problem of
network security will become more important. Children, the elderly, and the disabled in particular
must be considered, as they experience difficulties in understanding and using current security
solutions. Current security studies are being conducted toward the end of increasing user
convenience while maintaining system security. The goal is to resolve the underlying problem by
accurately understanding the principles related to security threats and providing the security
factors which current solutions omit or fail to satisfy. The user context-aware network security
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solution proposed in this study is a security framework which can simultaneously provide
convenience and security to the normal user. It collects information which can determine the
user’s context such as user location information, service use patterns, etc., and it automatically
provides the most appropriate security service to the user. This paper describes the user contextaware technology that is needed to collect data from the user device’s sensors and nearby
communications devices and becomes aware of the user context through machine learning and
real-time big data analysis technology in order to provide optimized security services.

2. USER CONTEXT-AWARE NETWORK SECURITY TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
2. 1 CONTEXT DEFINITION
Context describes the situation that an entity is experiencing, and context can be collected to
analyze a scenario. There are various kinds of context such as people, places, and things. Context
is categorized as physical or logical according to its nature, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Context Categories.
Category

Physical Context Data

Logical Context Data

Acquisition
Method

Acquired through sensors; sensors
observe status through measurements

Acquired through record data and
activity situation

Processing

For example, magnetic sensors
measure a magnetic field’s strength
and direction, and inertia sensors
measure angular displacement and
changes in angular displacement

For example, the data indicates
whether a person is performing an
activity or resting, or whether the
person is talking on the phone or
sending a message, etc.

2.2 DATA COLLECTION
The types of data which can be collected by a device are very diverse, but the problems with
collected data such as integrity, availability, user privacy, etc. are also very diverse. Table 2
shows recent studies related to data collection.
Table 2. Data Collection.

Category

Feature

People-centric
Opportunistic
Sensing [1]
When the
results of
devices
performing
sensing are
accessed by
Wi-Fi, they

The
algorithmic
foundations of
differential
privacy [2]

Continuous
user
authentication
on mobile
devices [3]

Soft
authentication
with low-cost
signatures [4].

Device’s own
security and
user privacy

Use of wrist
motion
sensor’s
accelerometer
(hallmark
usage)

Comparison
of behavior
patterns of
registered
smartphone
owner and
illegal user

Joint
segmentation
and activity
discovery using
semantic and
temporal priors
[5]
Uses nonparametric
integrated
model, divides
time into
specific
segments and
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Advantages

Disadvantages

A.

are sent to the
database
server and
data is
collected
Data
collection is
possible even
though
separate
infrastructure
is not
allocated

Problems
related to
participants’
privacy, data
integrity, and
usability

81
uses time points
where activities
are changing

Strengthens
security of
Android
market

No need for
passwords,
fingerprints or
RFID tags

Higher
accuracy than
existing
methods when
noise of
sensor results
is below a
fixed level

User
information
leaks when
requesting
permission to
access specific
information on
the devices
during app
installation

Accuracy
increases only
if the time
when the user
uses the object
and the time
when the wrist
motion sensor
collects the
data are the
same

There is still
battery
consumption,
and usage
range
(coverage) is
limited

Flexible segment
size possible by
specifying one
super sample

Higher accuracy
than existing
methods when
noise of sensor
results is below
a fixed level

SECURITY INFORMATION / EVENT MANAGEMENT

Systematic measures are necessary to perform early detection and respond to the various security
threats that use advanced/large-scale network infrastructure. It is also necessary to have a security
control system which collects large amounts of event data such as logs, packets, etc. generated by
various security devices, network infrastructure, server/storage devices, and service applications,
and which uses big data solutions to perform security analysis. Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) is a commercially-oriented solution which collects virtual/actual networks,
service applications, system logs and event data. It then categorizes these and analyzes them to
create quick reports, and it gives warnings if an additional intervention or altered response is
needed [6][7][8][9]. The security tools provided by SIEM perform the core role of a security
operations center (SOC) which performs central duties related to security in an organization or
business’ IT structure. It is also used to record security logs and generate compliance reports [9].
B.

TRENDS IN SECURITY COLLECTION/ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY USING THE CLOUD

In Security as a Service (SESaaS), the security service provider takes responsibility, and services
are provided for authentication, anti-virus, anti-malware/spy-ware, intrusion detection, and
security event management [10]. In cloud computing, this is defined as Cloud Security as a
Service or SECaaS in which the cloud provider (CP) provides security in the form of SESaaS.
The services are categorized as shown in Figure 1. The provided services include identity and
access management, data loss prevention, web security, email security, security assessments,
intrusion management, security information and event management, encryption, business
continuity and disaster recovery, and network security.
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Figure 1. SECaaS WG defined 10 categories

3. USER CONTEXT-AWARE NETWORK SECURITY STRUCTURE DESIGN
3.1. CONSIDERATIONS DURING ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
Recently, there has been an increase in the device networks which need authentication in the IoT
environment as well as the range of performance and usage environments for these devices.
Because of this, it must bee possible to use existing authentication methods in the proposed user
context-aware
aware network structure. The network security structure design considerations are shown
in Table 3.
Table 3. User context
context-aware network structure design considerations.
Considerations

User usability
Issue

Capacity issue
of Mobile
devices

Features
Because smart devices are always carried by the user as they move around, usability
must be considered more for cases in which authentication occurs often [11]
In practice, user accessibility is decreased if eerrors
rrors such as false positives and false
negatives occur often or if it takes a long time to perform authentication and use the
device
If there is no interface which provides knowledge
knowledge-based
based or biometric-based
biometric
authentication methods due to the device characteristics:
It is necessary to entrust security related features to an external server such as a hub,
gateway, or cloud
There can be a problem with having to completely trust the entity which performs
this role, and higher security such as additional authentication is required
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Privacy issue
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There is a possibility that GPS information which user data gives can expose the
user’s location[12]
User call logs describe the user’s personal relationships.
It is necessary to consider the privacy of users which have information

3.2. DATA COLLECTION ARCHITECTURE
The device’s sensors are used, and logs such as the user’s contact information and text
information are collected, and a behavior fingerprint is defined for each. For example, if the user
is a student, the student’s movement pattern may take a regular form such as moving between
home and school. If the user accepts a phone call from an unregistered number, the probability
that the number will be accepted in the future increases. If the user does not accept the call, the
probability that it will not be accepted in the future increases. These user behavior patterns are
used in the creation of a behavior fingerprint (BFP). BFPs which are created this way are called
attributes. The accurate creation of attributes is more important than anything in increasing the
accuracy of user authentication. This is because external factors such as the smartphone’s
location, user’s behavior, current weather, temperature/humidity, etc. create noise, and this
reduces accuracy when distinguishing the user. Therefore, in order to distinguish users by using
attributes, confidence must be increased continually by combining nearby attributes and renewing
them.

In the proposed architecture’s processing order, the data is first collected according to the
attribute, and then the confidence analysis is performed. The confidence analysis is a module
which calculates whether a certain combination of attributes is necessary to guarantee confidence
over a certain threshold value. Based on these calculations, the confidence set is created and
analyzed. The privacy analysis analyzes the degree of privacy invasion for each attribute. The
least privacy invasion set is selected, and the set’s attributes are transmitted to an external server.
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The external server provides feedback on the confidence analysis and the privacy analysis based
on the analyzed results. If the comparison with the fingerprint that the user has already saved does
not produce a match, a different authentication method is proposed. If the different authentication
method succeeds, the attribute’s confidence is lowered, and the confidence is continually updated
(FEEDBACK Step). In FEEDBACK, if privacy continually brings in the same result, similar
attributes are continually sent out. However, because it is easy to violate privacy, the external
server’s feedback results are reflected in the privacy analysis to prevent transmission of the same
attribute.

3.3. CONTEXT-AWARE MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
Multi-factor authentication requires different types of information on the authentication target in
order to control access to a resource, such as information that the user knows and a possession
that the user has [13]. This authentication method is already widely used. For example, a
transaction with a bank’s ATM card requires both knowledge (password -- information the user
knows) and the ATM card (possession -- thing the user has) to confirm the user. Because 2 pieces
of information are required, this corresponds to a type of multi-factor authentication known as
two-factor authentication. If the user’s context is used as one piece of authentication information
in multi-factor authentication, the level of security can be maintained while also ensuring
convenience. Information acquired as the result of soft sensing is used to determine the user
context information. This method can confirm whether or not the device or environment which is
to be authenticated matches the context experienced by the user, and the complexity of the
authentication stage is only alleviated if it does match. If this method is used, an additional twofactor or three-factor authentication stage is required if the user context information does not
match. By providing such a stage, a higher level of authentication security can be achieved. If the
user context information does match, the authentication stages can be simplified to increase user
convenience.

4. USER CONTEXT-AWARE NETWORK SECURITY STRUCTURE DESIGN
4.1. Definition of Data
A.

COLLECTION DEVICES

In the IoT era, the number of sensor types and the places where they are used have both
increased. Devices that users carry and connected sensors can extract features from the user’s
activities, behavior, etc. There are convenient and effective authentication methods which
calculate a risk score and make requests for a suitable authentication approach according to the
risk. Types of collection devices include smart phones, PCs, tablet PCs, wearable devices, smart
sensors / hubs, smart door locks, smart TVs with IoT hubs, and other connected devices.
B.

COLLECTABLE DATA

Table 4 shows the collectable data. For example, a smartphone that a user carries or a wearable
device can detect the user’s location, activities, and characteristics through physical sensors (hard
sensing) such as accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes. Effective authentication
methods which are suitable for the user context can be requested through logical sensors (soft
sensing) which detect screen state of devices, battery consumption, phone records, data usage,
etc.
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Table 4. Collectable data.
Device
Smartphone, PC and tablets/
Wearables

Sensors (Physical/ Logical)
- Phone Info/Calls
- Location, Accelerometer
- Magnetometer

Smart Sensors/ Hub

- Motion, Light

Smart Door Lock

- Location
-Usage time
-User channel properties,
etc.

Smart TV with IoT Hub

Features
User’s current location and
activities
User’s environments and
activities
User at home or not
Duration, User’s personal
interest

4.2. SECURITY/PRIVACY ISSUES
Context- aware opportunistic user authentication systems collect biometric contexts through the
user’s smart device and are able to understand the user’s current context. By doing so, they have
the compelling benefit of providing appropriate security solutions. However, by collecting this
data, problems can occur which are related to user privacy and collected data integrity and
usability. Also, as the use of smart devices increases, malicious apps may be offered on app
markets. Even when an app is not malicious, mistakes by a developer who does not take security
into account may cause problems in which users accidentally encounter other malicious programs
through advertisements, etc. and expose their personal information [10]. If context- aware
opportunistic user authentication is being used, there is a risk that the device may become a
privacy vulnerability point (privacy hole) and even personal information stored on other
connected devices could be leaked [14].

4.3. COLLECTION TECHNOLOGY
Data collection for user context- awareness is categorized as physical sensor data which can be
directly obtained from the devices that the user is operating, logical sensor data which changes
according to the user’s habits and device usage patterns, and soft sensing data in which new data
is derived by using the data of several sensors [15][16]. Each type of sensor data can be
collected continuously like GPS data or collected intermittently like phone conversation data. In
short, there are many types of data for context awareness, and they have characteristics that make
it difficult to integrate collection methods. As such, context-aware data requires analysis and
processing before inferences which utilize the data can be made. Depending who is in charge of
processing, this analysis includes (a) methods which directly process sensed data on the user
device and (b) methods in which the user device sends data to a server and it is processed. The
features of each method are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Collection technology types.
Type
(a) Data is processed
directly on the user device

(b) Data is sent to a server
and processed

Advantages
After processing, the size of the
data is reduced so that storing it
is easy and sending it to the
server is easy.
It is possible to guarantee
sufficient performance to process
the collected data. It is easy to
change the data characteristics or
analysis standards and update the
algorithm.

Disadvantages
The user device cannot guarantee sufficient
performance and it is difficult to update the
algorithms needed for data processing

The collected data must all be sent to the
server, which may put a burden on the user
device or server depending on the situation.
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4.4. COLLECTION TECHNOLOGY
Figure 2 shows the proposed data collection architecture. Confidence analysis analyzes the user
fingerprint accuracy for each attribute. It can analyze 1 attribute or analyze the accuracy of a set
of several attributes simultaneously. The accur
accuracy
acy analysis is first done on the basis of reference
data, and later machine learning is used to continue learning about accuracy analysis. At first, an
accuracy above a fixed level is seen. However, because the accuracy for each attribute can vary
due to flaws in the sensors themselves or changes in user patterns, the accuracy is updated by
setting a score for the accuracy based on the authentication results.

Figure 2. Data collection architecture

When confidence analysis is finished, a set of attrib
attributes
utes which has an accuracy above a fixed
threshold value is produced. The threshold value can be selected experimentally, and it can be
updated later based on the authentication results. The set of attributes which is above the
threshold value is called thee confidence set. Privacy analysis is performed for a total of k
confidence sets.
Privacy analysis shows the privacy given by the attributes in the confidence set. The user’s
sensitivity to the privacy of each attribute varies. Because the analysis of se
sensitivity
nsitivity to privacy
varies by each user, different levels of sensitivity are used for each user. Providing high accuracy
means distinguishing the user more easily, and this ultimately means showing the user’s personal
information more accurately. When the privacy analysis is finished, one set with the lowest
sensitivity, i.e. the set with the least user privacy leaking, is selected. The selected set is defined
as the least privacy invasive set, and it is transmitted to the external server for the next stage.
stag

5. APPLICATIONS
This section defines 5 context-aware
aware applications based on the previously defined context-aware
context
network security architecture and context
context-aware
aware data collection method. These applications are
context-aware
aware authentication technology, context-aware
aware access control technology, a contextcontext
aware personalized warning system, context
context-aware
aware security settings, and a malicious code
detection system. Table 6 describes each application.
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Table 6. Applications.
Category

Goal

Processing

Contextaware
authentication
technology

Provides a suitable
user context
authentication
process in which the
service user is preenrolled to provide
context-aware
service to the user

- Collects data from acceleration sensor,
microphone, GPS location service, and touch
screen for authentication

Contextaware access
control
technology

Determines the
access control which
is suitable for the
context based on
context data
acquired by using a
variety of sensors,
GPS, etc.

-

The acceleration sensor measures the user’s
movement state and speed. The microphone
receives the user’s voice.
- The GPS can accurately know the user’s
location. The touch screen collects the user’s
touch behavior. The collected information is
used to perform authentication
- The Profiler module extracts features from
collected raw data and defines objects related to
context models and profiles
- The Classifier module uses the extracted
features to train the context classification model
- Transmits the “classification” and the
“confidence value” which shows the degree of
risk in the context model to the Access Control
Layer
- The Access Control Layer module determines
access control based on the received data

Contextaware
personalized
warning
system

Provides custom
warnings according
to the user context
and effectively
conveys the warning
content to the user

Contextaware
security
settings

Uses the user’s
context-aware data
to resolve the hassle
of having to go
through a complex
security settings
process and provides
a dynamic and
simple security
settings method

Malicious
code
detection
system

Provides malicious
code detection
system which is
customized
according to the user
status to establish
measures for
systematically
responding to and
preventing malicious
code attacks

- Creates different warnings to transmit to the
user depending on the context analysis results
- Creates customized warnings which can
effectively convey warning content to the user
based on each context such as the level of
specialized knowledge possessed by the user,
the user’s current status (working, sleeping,
resting, etc.), level of risk for abnormal
contexts, etc.
- Collects the user’s context-aware data and uses
it to dynamically set the security settings level
of the devices used by the user according to the
situation
- The security settings levels are defined as
normal, high, and user-specified
- The context that is used to change the security
settings utilizes information such as the degree
to which the user understands security-related
information, the user’s current status, the user’s
activity data, and the user’s location data
- Goes through static analysis, dynamic analysis,
and trace analysis and categorizes the features
which show the execution file as classes
- Determines groups which are estimated by the
relationship with the target execution file via
class categorization stage
- Categorizes the developer’s classes based on
the data extracted from the execution file and
infers the developed and circulated execution
file from the specific structure

Features
- Authentication using the user’s
movement state
- Authentication using the user’s
voice
- Authentication using the user’s
GPS
- Authentication using the user’s
touch records
- Knows outdoor places that
the user visits often
- Knows indoor places that the
user visits often
- Integrates GPS data with
interactions between the user
and the device UI and
performs
user
location
analysis and current user
status analysis
- Warnings according to the
user’s system specialty
- Warnings according to the
user’s status
- Warnings according to the
warning context’s risk level
- Bot detection warning: If the
user is not a person,
distinguishes the user as a bot
and creates a captcha

- Security settings using user
status data
- Security settings using user
location data
- Security settings using user
activity data

- Malicious code detection
through static analysis
- Malicious code detection
through dynamic analysis
- Malicious code detection
through usage tracking
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6. CONCLUSIONS
To implement user context-aware network security technology, it must be possible to determine
contexts by utilizing user usage patterns and movement patterns which are based on user position
data. To utilize safe user context awareness, data must be collected from the user device’s sensors
and nearby network devices, and the user’s nearby context must be recognized by using machine
learning and real-time big data analysis technology to provide optimized security service. In order
to implement a safe user context-aware service, this study examined trends in context-aware
network security technology and designed a user context-aware network security architecture.
The trends in user context-aware network security technology were organized into data collection
in which the collected data’s integrity, usability, and user privacy are processed, context analysis
which is an analysis stage for performing various analyses on the collected data, and contextbased applications which are for safely using the analyzed contexts. In the user context-aware
network security architecture design, the context information analysis and the user’s nearby
context, which have been collected by the cloud server, were judged together to measure risk, and
based on these results, security services which can deliver both user satisfaction and security were
provided. In the results of the study, five kinds of applications were introduced, and the safety of
the user context-aware applications were analyzed. Based on the results of this study, a variety of
safe user context-aware applications are expected in the future.
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